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Gard ler  L ight ing  -  an  Ind ian 
company founded in 2016, is a 
privately held entity.  We design, 
c reate ,  market  and mainta in 
comprehensive lighting solutions for 
variety of spaces-retail, office, 
commercial ,  warehousing and 
realty.  A very carefully structured 
build up of products, services and 
supports through intensive study 
and understanding of clients’ latent 
needs helped grow our business 
from a small start-up enterprise to 
foraying into many international 
markets and establish our reach and 
footprint across different spaces 
and segments.. 

One of the secrets of Gardler’s rapid 
growth and success is our emphasis 
on Innovation, Technology and 
Engineering that has always placed

our products distinctly.  Gardler 
products are admired for combining 
the science of lighting with the art of 
d e s i g n i n g ,  w h i l e  d e l i v e r i n g 
functionality and elegance – instead 
of merely illuminating a space.  The 
products are simple, contemporary, 
and timeless.  Fixtures that brilliantly 
blend with multiple decors, and 
enhance the ambience.. 

Go ing  beyond the  top-notch 
technology and engineering, our 
products are easy to use, adaptable 
f o r  i n t e g r a t i n g  a s s o c i a t e d 
technologies, and are programm-
a b l e ,  d e p e n d i n g  u p o n  t h e 
configuration and add-ons.  Every 
innovat ion and technological 
adaptions in Gardler are validated 
through extensive field tr ials , 
feedback from user groups, rigorous 

tests in tech laboratories, before 
they are released to the market.  
T h u s ,  w e  e n s u r e  t h e  v a l u e 
proposition we offer is not just a 
technological advancement but 
solve the clients needs.

In simple words, GARDLER is the 
ultimate answer for every lighting 
need and application.  An assertion 
that is reflective in our brand 
promise – Lighting Solutions 
Unmatched. 

Besides India, we are present in 
Singapore, Sri Lanka and Middle 
East, while more and more countries 
will be added continually. 



Life is extraordinary, 
where there is  and color..  LIGHT
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Going beyond illumination..  
Creating indulgence in shopping

Step into the world of GARDLER.. 

for  that are lighting solutions

unmatched..



Ever since its establishment in 2016, 
Gardler Group, with uncompromising 
integrity and under the motto of providing 
“Lighting Solutions Unmatched," has 
strived to create products and services 
that provide extraordinary value to their 
clients.

GARDLER focuses on leveraging its 
strengths in illumination technology to 
provide a differentiated shopping 
experience for the millions of customers 
who visit stores and malls each day. It 
endeavours to change the lives and 
businesses for the better, and to offer 
unmatched solutions in illumination, for 
the retail sector, that enhances the 
shopping ambience and appeal.

Under the GARDLER way, our common-
set of values that form the basis how

everything is done in the organization is 
determined by a simple test - whether the 
particular process, strategy, product, 
service, operation or conduct meets any 
one or all the core pillars – Innovation, 
Technology and Engineering. 

Each resource at GARDLER, under a spirit 
of offering new values for businesses 
a n d  s o c i e t y ,  a n t i c i p a t i n g  t h e i r 
expectations and compre-hending their 
issues, commit to contribute to the 
ach ievement  of  the  Susta inab le 
Development Goals by strengthening our 
engagement with all other stakeholders..

We look forward to your continued 
support and patronage.

Shankar Natarajan
Chairman & MD
Gardler Group 

We owe our progress and 
accomplishments to having listened 
carefully to every unspoken need of our clients, 
and then going about and doing much 
beyond their expectations..

Gardler Team
“….. to provide a differentiated shopping experience 

for the millions of customers who visit stores and malls each day..
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Gardler Lighting understands the art and science 
of Lighting. And more so, the significance of proper 
lighting in a retail store environment.  

As a brand created to transform the lighting industry, 
Gardler Lighting sets a scorching pace and superior 
standards through a formidable combination of 
Innovation, Technology, and Engineering-a blend that 
would forever make an exceptional and unmatched 
value proposition to our clients. 

Our existence and progress is intrinsically connected to 
the way we serve you. Therefore, our actions are 
defined with you as the core - the result of which is we 
win your heart each time, every time.

Introduction

“...A FORMIDABLE COMBINATION 
OF INNOVATION, TECHNOLOGY, 
AND ENGINEERING...”

When the science of LIGHTING 
is combined with the art of designing, 
the result is magic..
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THE STORY ABOUT THE BRAND NAME, 
LOGO AND THE ATTRIBUTES…

The  red triangle shape defining brand 
‘Gardler’ built on three pillars - Innovation, 
Technology and Engineering..  In products 
or  solutions, designs or  projects, these 
three aspects are firmly  entrenched, to 
give you the best what you  can get in 
lighting experience.

The central part of the logo showing 
folded hands (in Namaste form) is the 
fundamental culture of Gardler..  We reco-
gnize that we exist because of you. 
In every touch point with our clients, it is 
our endeavour to serve them in the best 
manner possible.  For us in Gardler, 
“    ”..

The two wings pointing upwards are 
symbolic of the emphasis of constant  
growth of the organization, while the  
colour on the left (gold hue) represents the  
brilliant light that is as majestic as the  
sunlight, the green on the right represents  
our strong alignment to the environment.  
Our every action, be it in design or product,  
we are conscious of our responsibility  
towards the planet and nurturing of it.

The slogan ‘solutions unmatched’ is a brand 
promise  from  Gardler.. We provide you with 
solutions that are unmatched in its 
value-proposition and comprehensiveness..
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Gardler (Garud in Sanskrit and Adler in German pieced together) defines Eagle - a bird with 
an extraordinary evolution process throughout its lifespan, possessing  certain 
characteristics that even the human race quite often would want to  emulate for success. 
Sharp focus, vitality,  and an amazing ability to rise above challenges are aspects that 
make this bird symbolic of a life that is unique. 

Gardler organization is built with similar  characteristics to make a differentiation in  the 
world of lighting, staying ahead  and high, and forever evolving and rediscovering.



Innovation Technology Engineering

WHAT DOES 
GARDLER STAND FOR…
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VALUES
 To do business with integrity, 
passion and customer- focus..  
Our values would define the way 
we conduct our business..

 Continuous innovation, adaptation 
to the latest in technology and 
precision engineering would be the 
core of our  design and products.

We shall provide solutions that are 
comprehensive, cost-effective and 
value-added.

We shall follow highest standards 
of ethics and reliability to keep up 
confidentiality of our clients 
information.

Speed and responsiveness to our 
clients’ requirements.

MISSION

Offer products and services that 
are best in class..

And, through such an approach, 
become the first choice of our 
clients for all their lighting needs 
and applications..   

 Emerge as a comprehensive 
solutions providing company, 
rather than selling just products.

Innovate continuously and grow 
beyond our boundaries of 
expectations..

 Become a hallmark of a pioneering 
organization, responding to our 
clients’ needs and winning their 
unchanging  trust and confidence. 

VISION



Being responsible for product creation,  
technology, manufacturing and quality,  
Sridharan holds a pivotal role in the  
organization. A veteran in lighting  
industry, with over 28 years of proven  
experience across a wide range of  
activities, he seamlessly combines  
innovation, technology and engineering  
to come up with world-class product  
range and concepts that most often go  
as benchmarks in the domain for others  
to follow.

K Sridharan
Director - Technology Director - INTL Business

Praveen Thantry

With a master's degree in illumination  
Engineering, and with an extraordinarily  
successful  sales and market ing 
experience of over 18+ years,  Praveen 
Thantry leads the sales in international  
markets, besides supporting in strategic 
business diversification and portfolio 
expansion.
Provides key support in training and  
development of the sales force, besides  
maintaining client relations.

Maintaining a perfect balance between  
business priorities versus financial  
prudence, Tirumala Silam is responsible  
for the most crucial part of the entity ie.  
F inance and Accounts .  Wi th  an  
immensely valuable  experience in a  
wide range of operational,  financial,  
administrative and governance aspects,  
Tirumala leads her team of people for  
exceptional results.
Also handles logistics, warehousing, 
aud-iting and compliances divisions.

Tirumala Silam
Director-Finance

In a complex and competitive industry 
like Lighting, Vivek fits the role of 
National Sales Manager perfectly.  
Responsible for achieving the planned 
sales targets and acquiring new clients, 
b e s i d e s  p e n e t r a t i o n  o f  d e fi n e d 
segments and formats, Vivek carries an 
assignment that is essential for the 
smooth running of the organization..
Proven credentials, consistent high 
growth trend and extraordinary client-
orientation are the hallmarks of Vivek, 
and continue to be so.

Vivek Gulhane
Director-National Sales

By handling diverse portfolios viz. Sourc-
ing, Sales Planning & Execution and 
Project Management, Manoj Boopathy 
is a very significant link in the back-end 
functions of the company. Blending his long 
experience and structured approach, 
Manoj ensures meticulous planning, 
proper inventory and best experience for 
the clients. Is credited with introduction of 
numerous path-breaking initiatives in the 
varied functions he handles.

Manoj Boopathy
Director-Planning & Op

KEY MANAGERIAL 
TEAM MEMBERS..
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Fashion Apparels JewelleryElectronics & Durables Home & Lifestyle

AutomobileFood & BeveragesHyper Market Books, Gift & Music

SEGMENTS 
WE COVER.. IN RETAIL

Lighting for retail spaces...

Gardler caters to a wide spectrum 

of retail formats
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Office Infrastructure Factory

Pharmaceuticals Warehouse Road Lighting

Lighting for 

office & commercial spaces.

and other spaces too..

SEGMENTS WE COVER.. 
IN PROFESSIONAL SPACES
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Design and Engineering-the quintessence and integral feature of the brand 

GARDLER, perfectly interprets how we are passionate about creating our 

products that make a remarkable difference to our clients in the way they 

illuminate their spaces.  With an unstoppable spirit of evolution, the products 

and solutions we offer never fail to impress our clients, by surpassing their 

needs and expectations.

At GARDLER, the technology is not about handling complexities, but how we 

make them astonishingly simple and a joy to use, transforming any ordinary 

space into a place of happiness, and buoyancy .  Our range is wide and 

addresses a multitude of applications and requirements, and offer limitless 

choice for the clients.  

GARDLER RANGE OF PRODUCTS..
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STEFFI-C
RF-PCGI TK60

G A R D L E R

GLORY-AD

MARLA-L

BARON-P

RESI LUCINA

HARDY-V

G A R D L E R

CLORIS BERDINE

ROYAL-SMCA-AD
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+ Pre and Post sale technical support
 + Site survey, evaluation of existing lighting 
   and recommendations for improvement.
 + Assessment of lighting load and consumption.
 + Coordination with allied agencies and 
   contractors.

Technical Support

+ Product design and development for 
   special/specific applications.
+ Custom-build fixtures to suit specific 
   aspects or architectural alignments.

Product Development 
and Customisation 

+ Specialized design for every format.

+ Designs that blend with the brand’s 
   theme and concepts.

+ Designs that combine energy efficiency 
   while maintaining adequacy and coverage.

Application 
Design

+ Consultancy service on applications, 
   products or design.

Consultancy

+  Referral support for finance and 
   leasing options.

Financing  Options
Project 
Management

+  Installation and commissioning services 
   including support / coordination on civil 
   and electrical aspects.

Such comprehensive, end-to-end solutions package is what gives 
us the distinct identity of a " differentiated value proposition" brand, 
in the lighting industry.

Our 'Concept to Completion & Beyond' support helps our clients get 
the full palette of services seamlessly.

SCOPE OF BUSINESS & SERVICES
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The 3 buzz words that form the core of anything we do at 
Gardler, are Innovation, Technology, and Engineering. Going 
beyond products and range, our endeavor is to apply these 
yardsticks in our services, client interface, policies, processes, 
employee development, operations-simply every activity or 
initiative that is done in the organization, on a day-to-day basis, 
and ensure we build that one extra bit than the ordinary.

The sustained belief in this practice has enabled Gardler to not 
only lead the lighting industry with pioneering products and 
services, but also bring many firsts in the way we interlink with 
our clients, associates and all stakeholders.

After all, when you do something better, you get back the best. 
Proven..

Innovation.. Technology..

Engineering..

INNOVATION TECHNOLOGY 
AND ENGINEERING

INNOVATION

+ We create  products, designs and concepts 
that solve the most complex of requirements 
and applications.

 + We build Adaptability and flexibility. In our 
products and processes.

 + We make Fixtures that redefine the form and 
functionality to a level that delivers superior 
performance, while remaining cost effective.

We define Innovation as a process of enhancing 
value by newer solutions to existing challenges.

We understand technology as something that goes 
above the obvious and adding that extra touch.

+ Changing the way lighting being a mere illumination aspect., 
we recognize it as a medium on multiple platforms - Inter-adaptability 
of technologies in communication, connectivity, data, health and 
wellness – Lighting is gaining a more integral place in human life. 

+ We use technology to optimize illumination in 
every application, while also bringing added 
dimensions and capabilities, through our R&D. 
and intense studies on connected technologies.

TECHNOLOGY

ENGINEERING

+ Gardler believes that great products  are not 
created just by what is placed inside,  but how 
it is made..

+ Extraordinary care and focus go into making  
every single aspect in the design,  manufacturing, 
assembly - the processes  therein - including 
packaging that are so  meticulously crafted.

For us, perfection starts right from concept.  
We make it even better when designing and producing. 
We add a bit of art into the science of engineering.
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A global brand that makes continuous 
advancement in the LED COB and other 
allied areas, providing thereby light sources 
and supplements that set new benchmark in 
the illumination field. 

As the inventors of several cutting-edge 
technologies, LUMILEDS help their partners 
push the boundaries of lighting. Working 
across various application areas and 
innovative concepts, LUMILEDS create 
differentiated solutions for highest levels of 
performance and reliability. 

Osram, a transnational brand standing as a 
pillar of lighting systems and management 
in the world, has always been pioneering 
across a wide spectrum of application 
domain - be it the commercial, industrial, 
automotive, entertainment or even in the 
field of horticulture..  

With their consistent and giant strides in 
innovation, Osram continues to improve 
people’s lives across the globe.

OUR KEY PARTNERS..
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We have partnered with some 
of the top global companies 
who are pioneers in developing  
innovative technology products, 
applications  and concepts.

Through these partnerships, 
we aim to provide world-class 
lighting solutions that help our 
clients meet their illumination 
needs.

TECHNOLOGY 
PARTNERSHIP



Gardler is committed to offering the 
latest in technology available across 
the globe -not only in core lighting but in 
other associated fields as well that help 
create an integrated illumination 
management and control solutions, for 
retai l  environment.   With rapid 
advancements in LED COB and Driver 
t e c h n o l o g i e s ,  t h e r e  a r e  m a n y 
interesting combinations with other 
app-based or cloud-based interfaces 
that virtually opens up hitherto-not-
seen scenarios. 

Over the years, Gardler has taken the 
lead in the industry by bringing in many 
technolog ies  and appl icat ions , 
changing the way in which illumination 
was being looked at, in a retail store.  

We share with you some of our 
offerings  in  the  recent  times.
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The concept allows presentation 
of products under different colour 
of light, to create maximum visual 
appeal, and setting the ambience 
to make the right impact on the 
customers.  This is  possible by 
interfacing the fixtures with an app
(controllable through mobile) and 
connecting it over blue tooth. Gardler 
has pioneered this concept and 
technology for retail application in the 
country.

TUNEABLE WHITE

TRIAL ROOM 
LIGHTING SYSTEM

This interactive lighting system by 
Gardler combines occupancy/motion 
sensors along with the lighting fixture 
for a 3-stage colour changeability for 
creating varied ambience, enabling  the  
customer to view his/her garments 
u n d e r  d i f f e r e n t  l i g h t  c o l o u r 
temperatures. 

Infra-red movement sensor that 
switches on the l ights  when a 
customer moves in, auto-dimming 
that reduces the light when the room is 
not occupied. in all ,  a fabulous 
experience to the customers.! 

Human Centric Lighting is all about
supporting human health, well -being 
and performance through effective 
alignment of lighting patterns with 
circadian rhythm of  humans. Gardler 
has a thorough under-standing and  
requisite know -how besides relevant 
technology partnerships for providing 
a comprehensive solution on this 
highly looked up subject.

HUMAN CENTRIC 
LIGHTING
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Often, the difference between a 
normal transaction and a delightful 
experience for a client,  lies in how 
much of value-added services / 
supports the brand / seller extends.
Gardler, through their extraordinary 
list of value additions right from 
concept stage to  completion, makes 
the entire experience unparalleled. 
Be it application design offering  
optimal lighting solutions, or Testing 
a n d  D eve l o p m e n t  f a c i l i t y,  t o 
customising specific  fixtures - 
Gardler is a one -stop window for 
every need and applications.

Great Value Added 
Services / Supports

Professional team 
for project support at site

A well trained & professional project  
team to handle comprehensive services at site.

Professionally trained team for installation, 
testing & commissioning.

Adherence to high safety standards.

Full coordination with contractors of other  
works at site, for hassle-free installation.

Aligned to the project completion schedule.

FIRST OF ITS KIND 
IN THE LIGHTING 
INDUSTRY..
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Customer Care Centre

UNIQUE 
CLIENT INTERFACE

1. Designed to create a never-before-seen client 
interface in lighting industry, for redressal  of service 
needs, if and when needed, GARDLER's CRM Portal 
combines Speed, Efficiency  and utmost ease of 
operation..

2. Breaking the conventional and laborious method of 
registering service complaints by the  clients over 
phone or mails, Gardler’s CRM portal brings the entire 
process &  communication at the click of a screen. At 
each stage of the process, the structure not  only offers 
real - time updates, but also provides alert messages by 
sms.

3. The underlying principle of this module is creating a 
delightful experience for our clients.

First
CRM PORTAL

in lighting industry, that defines a 
new customer experience,  

Presenting India’s

Taking customer experience several notches higher, 
beyond great products, superior  value-added services, 
Gardler has seamlessly integrated certain supports that 
all  combined together form an exceptionally strong value 
proposition to their clients.

Such a phenomenal package in the lighting industry is an 
exclusive deal from Gardler.

SEAMLESS SUPPORTS
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Often, the difference between a normal transaction and 
a delightful experience for a client,  lies in how much of 
value-added services / supports the brand / seller 
extends.
Gardler, through their extraordinary list of value 
additions right from concept stage to  completion, 
makes the entire experience unparalleled. Be it 
application design offering  optimal lighting solutions, 
or Testing and Development facility, to customising 
specific  fixtures - Gardler is a one-stop window for 
every need and applications.

Gardler Lighting has created a  unique value 
proposition Retro-Sol,  for their clients, through which 
an extensive inspection / survey of the  existing 
conven-tional lighting  system in a store is carried out, 
and a  scientific, structured assess-ment of  the 
lighting is made.

And then, a very care-fully prepared  lighting design 
with LED is furnished  with focus not just on energy 
savings alone but presenting the store in a  whole new 
ravishing light. Retro-Sol  goes further.. In case 
financing / leasing options are sought by the  clients, 
Gardler Lighting does referral to one of India’s most  
respected companies that extends  such facilities. This 
arrangement is  subject to certain parameters /  criteria 
as prescribed by the finance company. 

RETRO-SOL

..a comprehensive solutions package 
for retro-fitting conventional 
lighting to LED

Seamless Supports from 
Gardler enhance the delightful  

experience further
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SOME NUMBERS THAT REVEAL THE 
JOURNEY WE HAVE HAD SO FAR.. 

AREA COVERAGE

Over 14 Million Sq Ft.
Covered for illumination 

On an average, Gardler illuminates 
approx. 12k sq.ft. of retail space, 

every single day, somewhere 
in the country.

PROJECTS HANDLED

4500 + Stores lit up 

At 3 Stores, typically per day, 
Gardler, through their lighting 

provides a differentiated 
shopping experience for the 

customers.

LIGHTING FIXTURES
SUPPLIED

Over 0.8 Million Lighting 
Fixtures Delivered

Gardler’s extraordinary range 
of lighting products, add to the 

décor and elegance of the stores.  
Not just illumination alone.

“ There are no limits for growth, because there are no limits for aspirations..”

* Data as of Dec ‘20
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GROWTH, CONSISTENCY AND MILESTONES..

AUG ’16
First Product  

Launch

FEB ‘17
Reach 1 Mn Sq. ft.  

illumination

MAY ‘16  
Formation of  

Company

MAR ‘17
First FY Top-line  

USD 3.2 Mn

JUN ‘17  
Award from  
LUMILEDS

SEP ‘17
Reach 2 Mn Sq. ft.

illumination

NOV ‘17  
Formation of  
GMTS (WOS)

2
0

1
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2
0

1
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FEB ‘18
Completion of 

1000 projects & 
3 Mn Sq ft

MAR ‘18  
Second FY  

Top-line 
USD  9 Mn

MAR ‘18
Completion 

of 1400 projects 
& 4 Mn. Sq ft.

JUN ‘18
GMTS completes  

100K units  
production

DEC ‘18
Completion 

of 2000 projects & 
7 Mn. Sq ft.

MAR ‘19
Completion 

of 2300 projects 
& 8 Mn Sq ft

Third FY  Top-line 
USD 13 Mn

2
0

1
8

2
0

1
9

JUN ‘19
GMTS completes  

350K units 
production

AUG ‘19
Completion of 
3200 projects 
& 9.2 Mn sq ft.

JAN ‘20
ET Now & 

VMRD awards.

SEP ’20
Revival 

of operations 
(Pandemic-related 

cessation)

DEC ‘20
Completion 

of 4300 projects 
& 14.2 Mn sq ft.

Reach sale of 8 lakh 
fixtures

JUN ‘20
MOU for Dubai/GCC 

operations signed

FEB ‘20  
Establishment 

of Singapore Entity

2
0

2
0
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Every Step of our journey sets a 
new benchmark for ourselves…
The climb is steep, 
but the thrill is exciting



Retail Design Awards 2018
 Award For Gardler“best Lighting”

THE ECONOMIC TIMES 
Global Awards for Retail 

Excellence 2018

gardler wins 
the best lighting award

VMRDThe Economic Times ET NOW

Won in the year 2018

G A R D L E R

GARDLER LIGHTING INDIA PVT. LTD. www.gardlerlighting.com

Gardler Wins Prestigious 
 Business leader of the year

For Best Lighting

We take immense pride in winning �is most 
prestigious award, �is year.. 

This recognition inspires us to w�k wi� even 
m�e commitment and dedication, 
to be �e best in every step we take, every time.. 
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17th 
February 2021

Taj Lands End, Mumbai

The Economic Times ET NOW

GARDLER WINS 
PRESTIGIOUS ET NOW AWARD 

FOR BEST LIGHTING

THE ECONOMIC TIMES 

Asia - Africa - GCC
Retail & Shopping Centre Congress

Won in the year 2019

BTVI-Business Television India

Won in the year 2021

World Leadership Congress & awards
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Winning isn’t everything.. 
it’s the only thing..
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SOME OF OUR
PRESTIGIOUS CLIENTS 

Truly, it is our privilege to be associated with the 
top-notch brands and entities across retail sector in 
the country. And some of them have taken us along 
for illuminating their international stores too.

Our client portfolio is long and growing consistently. 
We humbly present a few of the names here, while our 
gratitude to everyone will always manifest in the way 
we serve them.
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Fashion Apparel & Accessories FootWear

Regional Brands

SOME OF OUR PRESTIGIOUS CLIENTS 
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Hyper / Super Market

Jewellery

Electronics & Durables

Home & Lifestyle

Automobile

And more...
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LIGHTING 
IS THE LIFELINE OF A 
RETAIL STORE..

Talk to us...We assure you the best..
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We are expanding our footprint in global arena. 
After having established our presence and operations 
in Singapore, Sri Lanka and GCC region, we are readying 
ourselves for a larger play across other parts of the world.

GARDLER IS REACHABLE ACROSS 
MANY MEDIA/PLATFORMS..

https://www.gardlerlighting.com

https://www.facebook.com/gardlerlighting 

https://www.linkedin.com/gardlerlighting

https://www.instagram.com/gardler_lighting
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Head Office : 
th501, 5  Floor, R Square, LBS Marg, 

Vardhman Nagar, Mulund West, 

Mumbai - 400 080. India 

Tele : 80970 82511.

GARDLER LIGHTING 

INDIA PVT. LTD GARDLER MANUFACTURING 

& TECH SERVICES PVT. LTD.

Building No. 29/38, Godown No. 5,6 & 7 
Indian complex, Mankoli Naka, 
Near Gajanan Petrol Pump, Bhiwandi - 421 302. 
Tele : 82918 02606

Branches : 
Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Delhi

web : www.gardlerlighting.com

e-mail : info@gardlerlighting.com


